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I. INTRODUCTION

In Czech republic, at present, the attention is focused mainly at the project of the

TEMELIN NPP I&C and the reactor core fuel replacement. This project represents

a very important investment which should ensure substantial upgrading of

technical and safety level of this russian designed PWR nuclear unit. The supplier

isWEC.

Within a framework of the supply, there is also Temelin Monitoring and

Diagnostic System (TMDS). The system involves the following modules:

DMIMS Digital Metal Impact Monitoring System

RVMS Reactor Vibration Monitoring System -

- XNN Ex-core neutron Noise

- INN In-core neutron Noise

- TC Thermocouple

LEMOP Pipe Leak Monitoring System

VMS Valve Monitoring System

CRMDS Control Rod Drive Monitoring System

MAFES-DMS Displacement Monitoring system

MAFES-TSF Transient Stress and Fatigue

In the original offer the number of systems was higher but because of financial

aspects it had to be reduced to a minimum Therefore, the power utility opened a

project intended for local companies for the completion of the system.

The project assumes the hardware and software integration of

independently operating subsystems in TMDS network where higher class tasks

with expert system function are to be solved on network workstations. Diagnostic



network is linked with I&C data highway and with individual diagnostic

subsystems.

The project is aimed at finishing and refinement of supply in the following

items

full automation of diagnostics

verification and validation of diagnostic conclusions

appropriate results presentation to the diagnostic system operator, to the

unit operator, to the shift engineer and to the diagnostic system supervisor

(system engineer)

enlightenment of events, explaining of diagnostic conclusions

creation of database for failure analysis (for post-mortem examination by

failure commission or other authority)

creation of links with plant information system

creation of database for maintenance

creation of models of failure development prediction

The final product shall ensure diagnostics of:

the reactor and its internal parties (including control clusters drives)

main coolant pumps

steam generators

pressurizer

high energy piping

auxiliary systems

Development of modules for monitoring of correct functioning of

technological systems during operation is under the consideration. These systems

will be based on monitoring of deviations of selected parameters from their

expected values. They would cover:

diagnostics of important function of unit under steady state and during

transients,

post-mortem diagnostics of operational systems,

diagnostics and support for the power unit control on the basic of prediction



of unit status evolution,

diagnostics of influence of the operation in primary and secondary frequency

control mode and influence of this operation on technological units lifetime.

Presented project goals and activities are focused on the Temelin NPP. But

it is supposed that within the framework of upgrading of I&C system in the

Dukovany NPP the similar equipment will be implemented there, too.

In the Dukovany NPP, the specification of requirements for I&C upgrading

is under preparation. It is expected that tender to offers will be opened next year.

II. CURRENT STATUS IN DEVELOPMENT OF OSS

Regarding the situation when the attention as well as resources are concentrated

on important and difficult tasks (completion of the Temelin NPP, replacement of

the Temelin I&C system and the reactor core fuel, preparation of the I&C system

and the technological information system replacement in the Dukovany NPP) the

development of the OSS is at present a little bit in background.

Development of the OSS systems has continued in NRI Rez.

NRI takes part in the Halden Reactor Project (HRP) programme in three ares.

One of them is the area of development of man-machine interface software where

it is engaged in the examination of the possibility of transfer and use of HRP

software in our NPPs. Under this activity RPC3 software product was developed

enabling the cooperation of systems RECON (expert system developed in NRI),

PICASSO 3 and COPMA-II (both software products developed within the HRP.)

Another important activity of NRI is focused at software development for

technical support centers of NPPs. At present methodical, diagnosticai and

prediction software is being developed for ensuring the activity of crisis centers on



the NPP and possible management of NPP during irregular situations. Two

systems are envisaged:

- Accident information system (AIS)

The system will be formed by a set of hardware and software ensuring the

acquisition, processing and transmission of technological, radiation and other

important parameters. Accident information provided by the system will be formed

by:

a) Display system of critical safety function parameters (SPDS)

b) Summary of methodical, evaluation, diagnostic, and prediction software for

ensuring the activity of technical crisis centers

c) Post-accident monitoring system (PAMS)

d) Post-accident sample acquisition system (PASS)

e) Telemetric system (TDS)

f) Accident classification system

g) Service documentation

- System for monitoring the state of NPP based on the evaluation of critical safety

functions - KBF

KBF is a software product developed in the scope of NPP technical support center

project. (Information on it was presented in the last year report.)

III. ACTIVITIES Ш EGU PRAGUE, PLC. UNDER CRP CONTRACT

In EGU Prague, pic., under the contract No.7101/RB a model-based system for the

operator support in abnormal modes of operation is being developed. During the

past period attention was mainly paid to our real-time plant simulation model

enlargement. The model was originally developed for use in engineering off-line

studies of dynamic behaviour of the power unit under different conditions. Its

application in model-based support system demands, therefore, some adaptation.



1) Plant simulation model upgrading.

An analyse of plant model capabilities necessary for its use in the system under

development has revealed that the current model has to be completed for the

moment, at least by the following:

a) Number of modelled primary circuit loops

Before adaptation, the primary circuit was modelled in such a way that primary

loops were divided to two groups, one represented the weight of x loops and the

other represented the weight of (n-x) loops (where n is a total of the unit primary

circuit loops, i.e.,

n=6 Dukovany NPP

n=4 Temelin NPP)

The division to only two groups has revealed to be insufficient for some

technological component failures, as for example loss of main coolant pump. The

primary circuit model has therefore been enlarged so that now all loops are

modelled.

b) Protection and limitation system additional signals introduction

Before adaptation, only selected protection and limitation signals were modelled.

Now all of them are modelled and the signal set has been completed with local

technology protection signals, as for example steam generator local technology

protection signals. Protection and limitation signal processing had to be adapted

in order to input protection and limitation signals directly from real protection

system.

2) Simulation environment MODYSEN upgrading.

In addition to the simulation model adaptation further qualitative improvements

have been introduced into simulation environment MODYSEN.

a) The simulation language MODYS has been supplemented with a number of

structural and organisational blocks making the modelling easier. The most

important is a creation of functional blocks (modules), i.e., software configuration

items representing for example a tank, a pump, a piping or more complex circuit.



This step enables the editor to use modules without restrictions imposed on them

in past.

b) In addition to the executive code MODEX which is working under the

operation system MS-DOS, the powerful executive code WINMODEX which is

working under the operation system MS WINDOWS has been developed. The

reason for this step was the possibility of application of DDD protocols for a real-

time data transfer between individual codes. This protocol is implemented also

under the OS WINDOWS. This protocol virtue consists in possibility of simple

data real-time transfer between codes which can run not only on different

computers but also under different OS (UNIX, MS, MS WINDOWS).

All above presented softvrare adaptations are very important and useful

upgrading of our simulation tools and models.

3) Operator support in power unit operation in primary frequency control.

In 1992, it was decided to engage the DUKOVANY NPP power units in the

primary frequency control. After series of successful functional tests on NPP units

carried out and evaluated by EGU PRAGUE the automated control system was

adapted and the implementation of the new mode was approved this year by

Czech State Office For Nuclear Safety. The licence was issued on condition that

the existing information system be supplemented with a supporting computer code

enabling the operator to easily evaluate the cause of changes in unit's state and

to quickly diagnose possible failure conditions of the unit.

The DUKOVANY NPP sent to EGU Prague an order to develop in cooperation

with plant personnel support for frequency control. The objective is to develop a

software for tïie control room personnel support in case of fluctuations of some

important parameters caused by NPP engagement in the primary frequency

control. Information to the control room personnel shall be processed and


